TOP REASONS WHY
DELL EMC POWERPROTECT

Transform IT faster with the Next Generation Data Management Software Platform & Multi-Dimensional Integrated Appliance. Dell EMC PowerProtect provides confidence your data is protected and available to drive value as an asset for your business. How does PowerProtect accomplish this? Keep reading to find out!

Software-defined | Flexibly deploy in dynamic IT environments

PowerProtect is software-defined with built-in deduplication for data protection, replication and reuse. PowerProtect delivers load balancing, enabled with machine learning, to provide optimal deduplication and performance.

With flexible consumption options, the PowerProtect Software platform can be deployed on standard hardware or integrated in the PowerProtect X400 appliance. PowerProtect Software and the PowerProtect X400 appliance offer efficient data management capabilities across your ever-changing IT environment, leveraging the latest evolution of Dell EMC trusted protection storage architecture. PowerProtect provides you with confidence your data is protected and available to drive value as a business asset.

Self-service | Empower data owners

Data and application owners want more control over their data, and they want to work within their own tools.

PowerProtect Software and the PowerProtect X400 appliance empower data owners to perform backup and recovery operations from their native applications, including Oracle and SQL, while at the same time providing IT with oversight and governance to ensure compliance.

Faster performance via All-Flash | Meet SLOs

Available in both Hybrid and All Flash options, PowerProtect Appliances provide all customers with the level of performance they need - even those with the most demanding workloads.

Scale-out | Seamlessly scale for performance & capacity

PowerProtect X400 is a multi-dimensional appliance that can scale-out compute and capacity with linear performance and capacity increases with additional X400F or X400H cubes (starting at 64 TB each), as well as scale-up with grow-in-place capacity expansion (16 TB), making it a good fit for environments with unpredictably high data growth.
More ways | PowerProtect delivers value to your business

Multi-cloud capabilities | Cloud tiering
PowerProtect Software enables you to extend your organization’s data center to efficient cloud environments for long-term retention. With the ability to send data directly to the cloud with no additional hardware, PowerProtect maximizes your investment and expansion capacity.

SaaS-based Management | Compliance and predictive analytics
Take advantage of SaaS-based management to easily monitor, analyze and troubleshoot your distributed environment from anywhere. PowerProtect enables IT to meet objectives more effectively with evolving operational intelligence.

Modern services-based architecture | Ease of deployment, scaling and upgrading
As your environment continues to transform, PowerProtect software supports the ability to rapidly evolve to meet future IT demands.

Learn More about Dell EMC PowerProtect

Contact a Dell EMC Expert